
Lyndale Site Council 

Regular meeting minutes 

September 30, 2020 

Approved minutes 

 

Meeting begins at 6:10pm 

Held remotely via Zoom 

 

Agenda: 

1. Changes and impact of the CDD (Comprehensive District Design) for Lyndale 

Community School 

2. Student Compact 

 

 

Principal O’Connor will moderate the chat. Hawa is translating. Sonia is translating. Guests in 

attendance are Associate Superintendent Ron Wagner and Senior Accountability, Research 

and Equity Officer Eric Moore. 

 

Tonight Associate Superintendent Ron Wagner and Senior Accountability, Research and Equity 

Officer Eric Moore will answer some questions and give a better understanding of what may 

have been missed last spring. The board did vote but they will try to answer as many questions 

as possible. Whatever happens tonight as we dialog, they will make sure they will give a formal 

written response from the Superintendent to questions after this discussion as well.    

 

Introduction to the CDD: 

MPS has not served all students equitably for decades. We know that MPS has one of the 

largest achievement gaps of 60% points between white and African American students. African 

American 3rd grade literacy is 17% proficient compared to high 70s for white students. We have 

invested a lot of dollars in transportation. The CDD aims to reallocate those transportation 

dollars from bussing to programming. MPS bussed magnet students from all over the city to the 

southern half of the district, and that burden of integration was on students of color.   

Enrollment has been declining. Eighty percent of students who left were students of color who 

said they didn’t feel welcome and had concerns about safety. Some had to walk in high crime 

areas. The CDD while not perfect attempted to address some of those challenges and try to 

disrupt institutional racism.  

The main concept of the CDD is to have centralized magnets and stronger community schools.   

We weren’t investing in our magnets in an appropriate way. We were spending it all on bussing 

instead of programming. After the CDD, magnet programming investment will increase from  

$700k to $3.6m in programming. By focusing on strong community schools and changing 

boundaries based on natural boundaries, the district will save $8.6-9m that can be reinvested in 

stronger programming. There will be additional investment in K-2 literacy. The achievement gap 

is evident by 3rd grade, so investment needs to be made in early grade levels.  

There will also be an additional million dollars a year invested in mental health. Other 

improvements will be access to advanced courses, music, and upgrading building. There will be 



the ability to offer equity training to each staff person in the district for a sustained period of time.  

That equity work must be sustained to influence culture and climate. The culture and climate 

framework is underway to declare values of equity and justice so that our families feel valued 

and welcomed.   

 

Q:  Is Lyndale on the list of RIS (Racially identifiable schools)?   

A:  We have a segregated city and community. It’s not yet. The state will let us know in 

May/June of next year. If the student population is 20% above the district average for students 

of color, then it’s considered a RIS.  If that does happen, there will be more resources available 

in the form of integration and Title I dollars. In the last 5 years, Lyndale has lost about $633k in 

FRL (free and reduced lunch) and ELL (English language learner) dollars. Open enrolment is 

another option. Families can stay at Lyndale if they are within walking distance or willing to drive 

their student.   

 

Q: How would the new plans align with predictable staffing?   

A:   Predictable staffing means a parent can expect that there will be class target sizes, health 

services, associate educators, social workers, etc., across all schools. Kindergarten is 1:24 

class size for example.  

Lyndale has 61% of market share in its new boundary, meaning there are approximately 485 

students that could attend Lyndale but choose to go somewhere else. There’s opportunity for 

additional engagement with those families to get them to attend their community school. 

Currently 100+ families choose Lyndale now through open enrollment. Eric Moore clarifies that 

it’s not necessarily the job of volunteers and families to try and save their school, but this is a 

different time in terms of competitors. There are competitors like charter schools that do door 

knock and are having conversations about what their school can offer. There will be parent 

participatory groups to help support volunteers that want to do that work (door knocking etc). A 

reduction in enrollment doesn’t mean that Lyndale will close.   

 

Q: Please clarify the goals of reduced walk zones 

A:  It has to do with safety for areas that have high crime. Families were choosing not to attend 

MPS because that walk to school was dangerous. Anytime boundaries are changed there are 

going to be families on the edge. If it’s more convenient for you, you can apply to attend your 

former school.  They tried to not split neighborhoods. Open enrollment isn’t an answer to all the 

problems, but it is an option. Lyndale will see improvements in terms of funding if more families 

open enroll.   

 

Q: We’re at an intersection of several neighborhoods.  It would be so easy to keep Lyndale 

integrated.  No SW school increased integration, what happened was Barton just got more 

students, Green became a magnet, and Lyndale lost projected enrollment.   

A: There is a district value around language immersion and providing that to families.  It wasn’t a 

board value at this time to close schools.  The impact around Barton losing its magnet status 

means they need a new attendance zone.  As a district, the way we were spending dollars was 

not equitable. In order to economically integrate a neighborhood, you need to also have 

affordable housing and we have a lack of it. There is a board value to not bus black and brown 



children across the city and that’s what’s been happening at magnet schools.  We have spent 

millions of integration dollars on bussing and still have 22 RIS. In the CDD the district will go 

from 22 RIS to 8.    

 

Q: Lyndale wants more students and more students of color. That’s not the issue. We have 

gone down to only 5 busses. When Green became a magnet, why weren’t the boundaries 

evenly split between Barton and Lyndale? It would have maintained balanced populations at 

both schools, both schools would be more integrated, and this conversation wouldn’t have to 

happen. Barton became a huge attendance area and Lyndale was decimated. 

A:  Boundaries will not be changed at this point.  The district employees do not have the ability 

to change the boundaries because the board has already voted on the plan. There are other 

communities that have the same issue. They will go back to the transportation department and 

see if the boundaries were drawn based on a transportation savings decision. 

 

Q: We weren’t against the CDD, and now we’re concerned that we weren’t out there and that it 

was the white parents from other schools that had a stronger influence.  We were listening to 

the district, and now it’s like we should’ve been the obnoxious loud ones.   

A: Appreciates Lyndale parents not being the loud white parents frankly.  There’s changes that 

should’ve been made decades ago with lots of historical pieces in play.   

 

Q: We believed in the CDD until the last model that didn’t have the projected enrollment data 

attached to it.  We believe we can change the impact of the school without robbing one school 

to pay another that doesn’t damage the CDD or other school’s enrollment.  We haven’t gone 

through implementation yet.   

A: It’s the board’s right to do what they want. It’s his belief that if boundaries change they will not 

be able to hold to the values of the CDD.  We don’t want to chance being able to challenge the 

systemic racism that the district is trying to bring down. This is the closest the district has ever 

gotten to creating real, needed change. The last time the district tried to change boundaries, 

there was a pattern of things being shifted away from the original plan, and then we’re still 

dealing with those consequences today. It is the district’s responsibility to support Lyndale, but 

they can’t ask the board to change the boundary. Working together we can increase enrollment. 

Lyndale’s past 100 Strong campaign had an impact and that work is important. It’s not a long 

term solution to rely on open enrollment for numbers, but it is an option for families who feel 

passionately about Lyndale. The district cannot solve integration through bussing and we can’t 

keep spending so much money on transportation. 

 

Note: due to time constraints, a special meeting will be held next week to review the student 

compact before fall conferences. 

 

Meeting Adjourns: 7:27pm 

 

 

Respectfully submitted, 

Naomi Loges 


